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HENDING

Houbolt

made by means of the analysis presented in
the influence that wing bending flexibilim has

on the structuralresponse to gusts sre reported for t~ee twin-eng&e
transports and one four-engine bomber. The manner in which dynamic
response factors for acceleration and bending moment vary with different
assumed airplane operational factors is shown. Factors investigated
include gust-gradient distace, gust shape, spanwise mass distribution,
forward ve+ocity, altitude, and compressibilityand aspect-ratio correc-
tions. An evaluation of the gust response characteristics for all four
airplanes is given; it is found that three of the airplanes have rather
appreciable elastic-body dynamic:overshoot effects but one does not. A
rule of thumb is suggested for judging when airplanes may be considered
rigid for discrete gust encounter. A limited correction of some of the
calculated results ~th flight data is also

INTRODUCTION

presented.

In many newer aircraft, the speed has become stificientl.yhigh
and/or the frequencies of the structural modes of vibration (p=ticularly
fundamental wing bending) ,sufficientlylow so that the treatment of the
aircraft as a rigid body in the design for gust loads can no longer be
considered adequate. The extent to which elastic-body dynamic effects
should be tskn into account in design or sre present when the airplane
is used as sn instrument for measuring gust intensity is therefore of
great interest.

As a part of the general study being mde to investigate the role
that wing beridingflexibility plays in the structural response of an
airplane penetrating a gust, several existing aircraft have been con-
sidered and calculations of the response (accelerationsand bending
moments) to gust encounter of these airplanes have been made for a

!
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vsriety of assumed flight conditions. The purpose of this report is to
present the results of these calculations, since many of the trends found
sre beliew=d to be applicable to meny other aircraft.’

Specifica13.y,four aiqilanes have been considered; three are twin-
engine transports and one, a four-engine boniber. The method of analysis
used to treat these airplanes is that given in reference 1, which con-
siders the airplane to have two degrees of freedom, vertical motion as
a rigid body and w5ng bendhg.

The calculations were made for the condition of a single gust
encounter fid were divided into two phases. E the first phase the aim
was to show how the response for wing bending moment is affected by
variations in certain assumed airplane operating conditions or by dif-
ferent choices in some of the aerodynamic factors involved. Two of the
transports were used in this phase. h the second phase the aim was to
study how whg bending flexibility might influence gust measurements if
such measurements are made with these aircraft. Flight tests made in
clear rough air with one of the transports and the bomber have indicated
that the measured center-lJne accelerations (the values commonly used in
estimating the gust intensities) can be from 20 to 28 percent greater on
the average than the true or rigid-body component of acceleration (see
refs. 2aua3). It was considered of interest to see what discrete-gust
calculations reveal in this respect. Results for bending mment and
accelerations are ftrst given to show the degree of flexibility of each
of the four airplanes. Then a limited correlation of the acceleration
results for the two airplanes that were flight-tested is made with the
flight data.

SYMBOLS

A aspect ratio of wing

a lift-curve slope

b/2 Semispan of wing

co wing reference chord

g acceleration due to gravity

H gust-~adient distance (distance to point of maximum gust
veloci~), chords

KrOot (nondimensionalbending-moment factor ~oot = ~ P~c O!root)

.
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Mach number

Incremental.bending moment at wing root station

first moment of wing area about wing root station

incremental m.miberof g acceleration

nondimensional area parameter (see ref. 1)
.,

period ratio, time reqpired to penetrate gust to point of
maximum gust velocity divided by on:-fourt the natural

$period of fundamental wing bending mode, AH
,,

maximum vertical.velocity of gust

forwsrd velocity of flight

total weight of airplane

distance along wing measured from airplane center line

response factor for accelerations,maximum acceleration at
center line divided by maximum acceleration at nodal points
of fundamental mode

response factor.for bending moments= maximum incremental
bending moment for flexible wing divided by maximum incre-
mental bending moment obtained when wing is considered rigid

COWLreduced-frequencypsrameter, —
2V

mass psr&meter (see ref. 1)

bending-moment psrameter (see ref. 1)

mass density of air

function which denotes growth of lift on an airfoil following
a sudden chsnge in angle of attack (Wagner function) .
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$ function which
a sharp-edge

denotes growth of lift on a rigid wing entering
gust (K&sner function)

Y natural circular frequency of fundamental mode

Subscript:

max

t
.

DESC!RI1310NOF AIRPLAms STUDIED

The three transports are hereti designated as a@lanes A, B, and C,
and the boniber,as airplane D. Airplane B is a revised model of air-
plane A; the primary changes are tithe wing mass distribution and wing
stiffness, the wing plan form being the ssme. The spanwise variations
of weight, chord, smd bending moment of ihertia for each of these air-
planes are given in figures 1 to 3. Table 1 lists the physical constants
and basic parameters that are required to treat these airplanes by the
method given in reference 1. The values of the parameters I.Lo,VI, A,

TIo>=d ~1 in this table are the values obtained when a lift-curve

slope of
indicates
and fuel)

21-cand a midspan reference chord are used. The table also
the approxtite disposition of movable load (fuselage load
that was considered in the calculations.

EFFECT OF OPERATIONAL CONDIX’IONSON BENDING MOMENT

In order to evaluate how the structural response of an airplane
penetrating a gust is influenced by wing bending flexibility, one
approach is to apply the method given in reference 1 and to investigate
how the calculated response is affectedly individual variations in the
basic parameters po> v~> ‘j ~OY ~1> W H that are established

in that reference. This approach, however, has the drawback that, for
the majority of these parameters, it is difficult to attach a clear
physical inteqretation to what occurs when individual variations are
mde. A perhaps more hstructive approati from the point of view of
retaining a physical insight is to consider some existing aircr@’t and
to examine how the calculated structural response (such as bending
moment) is affected by assumed changes in operating conditions or by
changes in the aerodynamic factors that are present in the equations
for response. Such changes may alter one or several of the aforemen-
tioned basic parameters; for example, a change in the velocity alters
the value of A only, but a change in either the altitude or the slope

.— -—.—-—— __ .—. . —. .- —— -—— .— - ., —- —.-——..-—
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of the lift curve will cause a,similtaneous change in each of the four
parameters ~, ~, qO, and ~l. The latter approach has been adopted

herein and the bending moment has l?eenchosen as the index of the struc-
tural response.

Specifically, the factors considered have been 13mited to the fol-
lowing:

(a)

(b)

(c)

The

Gust-gradient

Gust shape

Spamwise mss

distance ‘ (d) Forward velocity ~

(e) Altitude

distribution (f) Compressibili@ and aspect-
ratio corrections

influence of these factors on th~ bending nmment that is developed
during a single gust encounter has been investigatedby means of air-

)
planes A and B. Only gusts uniform in the spanwise direction were con-
sidered and, for alJ_but item (f), calcuhtions were made by using the
theoretical lift-curve-slopevalue 2Yc and the indicial lift functions
1 - Q and V for two-dimensional incompressibleflow. b presenting

‘G 4 ~ ~s been titroduced~the results to follow, a period ratio —= –
T1 ~

where TG is the time required for the airplane to penetrate the gust

to the point of nwximum gust velocim and T1 is one-fourth the ~tural

period of the fundamental wing bending mode. This ratio has been
included because a shilar period ratio, that is, the ratio of the period
of the applied force”to the natural period of vibration of the structure,
has been found to be significant in response calculations of elastic
structures under dynamic loading and it was considered of interest to see
whether such a ratio has a similar significance for structures under gust
loading.

Effect of .qust-~adient distance.- b the investigation of the
effect of gust-gradient distance, airplane A (see table 1) is assumed
to fly with a velocity of 255 mph through sine gusts of vsrious gradient
distances. The respohse obtained is shown in figure 4; the lower curves
give the variation of the maxinmm root bending-moment factor (%oot)max

with gust-gradient distance H and the period ratio TG/~. ‘Thisfac-

tor maybe used to calculate the mxhxa net incrementalbending moment
(cotiined aerodynamic and inertial) developed at the root from the
expression (see ref. 1)

,,

.,

(%oot)max = : P~co(%’’oot)max (1)

..:. ------ -,.-__r ____ ..—.——- .. .— .-..—- -—— -.—.—— _ ——-.-z——— -
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Values of
(K4max

are shown for the wing considered flexible as

well as for the wing considered rigid. The difference between these
two curves may be considered as a dynamic-overshooteffect; the ratio
of the ordinates of the two curves (flexibleto rigid) leqds to the
curve for response factor 7M shown h the upper part of the figure.

(Although not shown for values of H less than 1, this curve is found
to pass through the origin.) The results indicate that for the airplane
considered there may be a dynamic overshoot up to 25 percent for inter-
mediate gust-gradient distance but that the airplane acts essentially
as a rigid body for values of H greater than about 9 chords or

I‘G ‘1 F

greater than about 4.5.

Effect of gust shape.- From time to time the question has been
raised as to the influence that gust shape has on airplane respome.
In order to obtain a measure of this effect, airplane A was agati used
and was assumed to fly with a-velocity of 255 mph through single gusts

2 shape, and a tri-having three different shapes, a sine shape, a sine
angular shape. The bending-moment response factor obtained for these
different gust shapes, as it varies with the @adient distance and the
period ratio, is shown in figure 5. The results on the whole are not
si~icantl.y different, although it may be seen that the response curve

for the sine2 gust is displaced somewhat to the right of the curves for
the sine and triangular gusts. ~is shift to the right is undoubtedly
due to the rather slow rate of change in gust velocity during the ini- .
tisd.portion of the sin.e2gust, and suggests, as might be expected, that

a sine2 gust of a given length is roughly equivalent to a sine (or tri-
~) wt of a slightly shorter lexigth. Although these results are
for one airplane and one loading condition, similar results are expected
for other airplanes and loading conditions.

sine
this

Since gust shapes do not cause major changes in the results, the
gust has been arbitrarily chosen for subsequent calculations in 1

phase.
$,’

Effect of spanwise mass distribution.- - e~ the effect of
spanwise mass distribution, airplane B was used since the fuel load
c-uried by airplane B is &eater and extends over a ~eater portion of
the semispan than the fuel load carried by airplane A. For this study
the gross weight was held essentially constant and the following three
loading conditions were considered: the previous loading condition of
one-half fuselage load and one-half fuel load, the condition of zero
fuselage load and full fuel load, and the condition of ildl fuselage
load and zero fuel load. The results for a velocity of 255 mph are .

shown in figure 6, where the three loading conditions are indicated by I

schanatic sketches. Figure 6(a) shows that the response factor becomes
!,

,
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greater and remai& large over an increased range of gradient distance
as the disposable load is moved outboard on the wing. These results
thus indicate that there is an ap~reciable change with loading condition

. of the value of H at which the response curves become essenti~y
unity. H presented in terms of ‘G/Tl instead of H, however, the

results condense much better. The response curves.now sll peak together

at avdue ‘f ‘G/Tl of approximately 1.5 and, further, they all become

essentiald.yunity (wi%hin a few percent) at a value of ‘G/Tl ‘f
roughly 5. The latter fact suggests that ‘G/Tl

might make a good .

index for judging whether wing flexibility has to be taken into account.
Specifically,the rule of thumb suggested is that as long as the value

‘f ‘G/Tl
is of the order of 5 or greater, the airpladmay be treated

as a r-igidbody. Subsequent results till bear out this point further.

It is of interest to note that considering the response factor
alone maybe misleading, as canbe seen in figure 6(b) where the bending-
moment factor %Oot ‘is given; these curves are of primary interest to

the designer since they lead to the net incrementalbending moment
developed, which is the quantity required ti the desi~ for wt lo*o
The loading condition where the load is concentrated near the airplane
center line produced the critical bending moment, as would be expected,
even though it gave the lowest values of response factor.

Effect of speed and al.titude.-~e previous restits (figs. 4 to 6)
are for a constant velocity but for a varying gust+patient distance.
In order to obtain a direct measwe of the effect of forward velocity,
some calculationswere made with all conditions except velocity held
constant; in order to obtain also a measure of the effect of sltitude,
this velocity study was made at two altitudes. Airplane B, with loading
condition III (see table 1), was used for this part of the investigation
since the results in figure 6(b) show that this loading condition leads
to the criticsl bending moment. This airplane was assumed to fly at
various speeds through a sine gust of 10-chord gradient distance at sea
level and at an altitude of 25,000 feet (p at 25,000 feet was taken as

0.00107 sl~cuf t). Speeds up to 600mph were considered and, although
these speeds may be sufficient in reality to cause flutter, it has been
assumed that no flutter troubles or magnification in response due to
nearness to flutter will-be encountered. The results are shown in fig-
ure 7 tiere the bending-moment factor and the beni+g-moment response
factor are plotted as a function of both the velocity and the period

d
ratio T T1. (In order to be consistent with previous figures this

period ratio is plotted increasing to the right so that velocity
increases to the left.) The results at a speed of 255 mph for the sea-
level condition are, of course, the same as the results shown in fig-
ure 6(a) for H = 10.

—. ------ —-.—------- --— — .————.--. ——-—_— ---.—.—— .—— — .-. ..—
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For the sea-level condition it may be noted that the extent of the
variation of yM

‘ith ‘G/Tl is much less than is indicated in the

previous figures and also that the ma.xhum value of yM occurs at a

larger value of the period ratio than before. These facts may be
ascribed to the aerodynamic damping associated with airplane vertical.
motion, which damping is lmown to be proportional to the product pV.
In the previous results the damping is constant since the velocity is
fixed at 255 mph. In this case, however, the damping ticreases with
increasing ve~ocity and is always great enough to prevent large dynamic
overshoots from occurring, even in the vicinity of T T % 2 where, on

G/ 1
the basis of previous results, large dynamic overshoots would be
expected. For the 25,000-foot-altitudecondition, the dynamic overshoot
is always greater than at sea level - a fact which is also directly
related to the aerodynamic damping effects. This damping decreases with
altitude because of the decrease in air density, and at 25,000 feet is
small enough to allow appreciable dynamic overshoots to occur even+at
the larger velocities.

It should be-noted that, even though the values of 7M and Kroot

are greater at 25,000 feet than at sea level, the magnitude of the
bending moment obtained by equation (1) w3J_lbe larger at sea level
because of the greater air density.’

Effect of compressibility and aspect-ratio corrections.-AE has
been mentioned, the response-factor curves shown in figure 7 and’in the
previous figures were calculated with the use of the theoretical lift-
curve slope and the indfcial lift functions.for two-dhensional incom-
pressible flow. In order to obtain an indication of how the maxhnnn
bending moment is affected by compressibilityand aspect-ratio correc-
tions, response calculationsfor airplane B, loading condition III,
were repeated with vsrious approxhate schemes for taking into acco~
these effects. A sea-level speed of 550mph, correspondingto a Mach
number of 0.7, was used. Again, as in the previous example, it has
been assumed that no flutter troubles or magmlfications in response due
to nearness to flutter will be encountered.

The procedure used to examine the ef~ects of compressibilityand
aspect-ratio corrections was to make response calculations for different
choices h the slope of the lift curve and the indicial lift functions.
Because the wing reference chord is a pertinent quantity in response
studies, some calculationsfor different choices in this quantity have
been included for
studies. In a12,
slope of the lift
of these 14 cases

general interest along with these compressibility
14 cases were considered; the indicial functions, the
curve, and the reference chord that were used in each
are indicated as part of table 2.

.

.,
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The 1 - Q and $ functions used were noquilized so as to have
an asymptotic wilue of unity and are shown in figure 8. With the excep-
tion of th,e ~ function for A = 10, these functions were taken from
the references 1, 4, and 5 as indicated in the table. The jr function
for A = 10 was formed by interpolation of the $ function given in
reference 4 and a good approximation to the interpolated results was
found to be

if 1-
A=1O =

0.3%-0.2s - o.sle-o.% “

The first value listed for the slope of the lift curve is the theoretical
value 2JC for incompressibleflow. The remaining vslues represent
attempts to take into account aspect-ratio and compressibility effects,
separately

often-used

ber factor

@ jointly; the corrections involved are, respectively, the

Aaspect-ratio c~rrection — the Glauert-I&mdtl Mach num-
.’ A+2’

1
> and a factor which approximately takes into account

d-1--
both Mach number

.

?
2+A l-M2’

The results

Mz
and aspect-ratio effects as explained h reference 4,

for the various cases for the condition of flight
through a sine gust of 10-chord gratient distance are given on ~he right-
hand side of table 2. By comparing the results for bending moment, a
number of points of interest may be noted. First consider the use of
different indicial lift functions. With the bending-moment results
obtained with the in.dicialfunctions for M = O and A = ~ as a refer-
ence, it may befnoted that the use of indicial lift functions for M = O ~
and A = 10 leads to a small difference of less than 1 percent in the
results. (Compare cases 7, 8, and 10 with cases 1, 2, and 3.) The use
of the indicisl lift functions for M = 0.7 tid A = w gives a differ-
ence that is lsrger but still less than 6 percent. (Compare cases Ill_,12,
and 14 with cases 1, 2, and 3.) Next consider the use of different
vslues of the lift-curve slope. (Compare cases I to 3, cases 4 to 6,
cases 7 to 10, and cases 11 to 14.) In getiersl,the magnitude of the
bending moment increases as the value of the lift-curve slope increases
and, more specifically,the percentage change in the bending moment is
roughly one-fourth to one-h~ the percentage change in the.lift-curve
slope, Now consider the use of different reference chords. The use of
the mean geometric chord yielded results which are less than 5 percent
greater than the results obtained when the nqidspanchord was used.
(Note that the absolute gust-gradient distance for cases 4, 5, and 6 is
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different from that for cases 1, 2, and 3 since’the results have been
obtained on the basis of
of H = 10 chords.)

Although the trends
it is felt that they are
w5Jlgloadings.

the sa& nondim&sional gust-gradient distance

just noted have been obtained for one airplane,
fairly representatitieof airplanes having high

Cases 1, 8, and 14 are of special interest since, of all the cases
treated, they represent the most nearly self-consistent selections of
lift-curve slope and indicisl lift functions. Thus, the results of
case 1 represent the outcome of applying unsteady-1~ theory for ideal
two-dimensiond incompressibleflow; the results of case 8 represent the
outcome of applying the unsteady-lift theory for finite-aspect-ratio
incompressibleflow; and the results of case 14 represent the outcome of
applying what might be considered the best available methods for approxi-
mately taking into account both aspect-ratio and compressibility effects.
Curiously enough, the bending moment for case 14 is almost identical
with the bending moment for case 1 where no corrections whatsoever are
made; how general this result may be is not known.

EIIFECTOF lZU?Gl?GEXIBIGITYON GUST-LOADS~S

As the second phase of the calculation studies, the acceleration
and bending-moment values that result from discrete gust encounter were
determined for each of the airplanes considered hereinby the method
given in reference 1. These studies were made in order to find out
what calculations of this type reveal in regard to the extent that wing
bending flexibility might alter gust measurements if such measurements
sre made with these aircraft. Normally, it has been the practice to
measure accelerations at the airplane center line and to deduce from
these accelerationsthe gust intensities. The argument is offered,
however, that wing flexibility may cause the accelerations at the center
line to be higher thsm the true (rigid-body component) accelerations,
with the consequence that the deduced gusts may be more severe than
those actusJly encountered. This flexibility effect has been investi-
gated experimentallyby means of airplanes A and D in flights through
clear rough air (see refs. 2 and 3). In these flight investigations
accelerometerswere mounted at the airplane center line and at the
nodal points of the fundamental wing bending mode. For airplane A it
was found that the accelerations recorded at the center line due to
gusts were, on the average, 20 percent greater than the accelerations
at the nodal points. For airplane D this value was about 28 percent.

.

.

4

,
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Calculated Effects

Airplanes A and B.- Airplanes A and B are considered together
since, as previously noted, airplane B is a.revision of airplane A.
Loading condition 1, which corresponds roughly to one-half rated pay
load and one-half fuel load, was used for both airplanes, and the condi-
tion of sine gust encounter was assumed.

A theoretical indication of the extent to which wing flexibility
may alter gust measurements if such measurements we made with these
airplanes can be obtained by comparing the computed center-line and
nodal-point accelerations. (In the method of ref. 1, used to compute
these accelerations,the nodal-point and true airplane accelerations
are eqti.) This comparison is given in figure 9(a) where the ratio ya

of the maximum incremental center-line acceleration to the maximim
ficrementsl nodal acceleration is plotted against the gust-gadient
distance and the period ratio

‘G/Tl“
These results suggest that for

both airplanes there would be a substantial difference in the accelera-
tion if measured at the airplane center line than M measured at the ‘
nodal point, at least for intermediate gust lengths. Moreover the
results indicate that this difference should be essentially the ssme
for both airplanes. For the lsrger gust lengths of the order of 10 chords
or greater or for

‘G/Tl
of 5 or greater, very little difference between

center-line and nodal-point acceleration would be expected.

Since the bending moments developed are also of intere-st,espe-
cialJ_yto the designer, the bending-m~ent results presented previously
in figures 4 and 6 for these airplanes are compared in figures 9(b)
and 9(c). It may’be seen that the bending-moment response factor yM

for airplane B is a~reciably geater than for airplane A; this fact
indicates that airplane B has a chsracteristic~y greater dynamic over-
shoot (at least for this loading condition). !l!hisresult can be shown
to be primarily due to the difference in mass distribution on the wikgs
of the ,twoairplanes. With regard to bending-moment, howeve<, there is
not a significant difference between the two airplanes. It can be seen

/)

from figure 9(c that for the loading condition considered the bending-
moment factor %Oot max is nearly the same for the two airplanes;

hence, the bend&g mo”mentwill also be nearly the same for the two air-

planes since the factor ; pvuMc in the equation for bending moment
o

(eq. (1)) is common to both airplanes. The stresses developed in air-
plane B, however, will be Less than in airplsme A, since airplane B has ‘
the greater section modulus at the root station.

----- . ——. -.-—.— ..-—— _.._ _ __ ___ ___ . - _____ —— ..— -
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●

AtcpMe C.- Airplane C has been used extensively in the collection
of statistical gust-load data by means of the NACA V-G and VGH recorders.
The &ata thus obtained have been reduced on the basis that the airplane
is rigid. In view of the interest in flexibility effects, it was con-
sidered desirable to make a gust-response analysis of this airplane as
an elastic body to obtain a theoretical measure of the extent to which
wing flexibilityy might have affected,themeasurements made in flight.
The spanwise loading conditions used, the chord and bending stiffness
of the wing, and the necessary physical constants are shown in fig-
ures l(c), 2, and 3, and in table 1. The results in terms of accelera-
tion response factor 7aj bending-moment response factor 7M, and

bending-moment factor
(Kroot)max

are shown in figure 10. It is seen

that the response curves for this airplane are significantly different
from the response curves for airplanes A and B. Not only are the devia-
tions of the response curves from unity much less, but also these devia-
tions extend over only a nsrrow range of smalJ gust-gradient-distances.
The results indicate that, as long as the gust-gradient distance is
greater than 5 chords, the treatment of this airplane as a rigid body
is justified. ,

A point of some sig&icance is to be noted when the results for
this airplane are viewed in terms of ‘G/% “

Although when viewed in

terms of gust-gradient distance airplane C is relatively rigid in com-
parison with airplanes A - B, it is not so rigid when viewed in terms

m “

The response A
.L

‘f ‘G/Tl” s peak in the vicinity of ~ = 2 and
T1

are not unity in a practical sense until a value of T Tl of approxi-
d

mately 5 is reached. Thus the rule of thumb cited previously for judging
whether or not sm airplane .isflexible applies even h the case of this
more l’rigidllaix@ane.

Airplane D.- This four-engine airplane was chosen partly because
it is representative of a size much greater than those previously con-
sidered herein and partly because it has a substantial amount of mass
distributed over the wing. On the basis of the studies thus far pre-
sented, sigatiicantvalues of dynamic overshoot were expected. Fig-
ures l(d), 2, and 3 show the *SP~ massY chord, and stiffness distri-
butions; the airplane physical constants are given in table 1. The
results of the smslysis for the airplane are presented in figure lJ_in
terms of the bending-moment factor and the response factors for bending
moment and acceleration. The results sre for a loading condition with
most of the disposable load in the wing and with only a small amount of
load in the fuselage, even the@ tms 10~~ co~ition does not lead

“to the most severe bending moment (see fig. 6). The effect of wing
bending flexibility on the response factor for either bending moment or

.
.

.

●
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acceleration is seen to be signtiicant over”a wide range bf gust-gradient
distance. Appreciable differences between center-line and nodal-point
accelerations are therefore to be expected with this airplme if’it is
used for measuring gust intensities. However, a rigid-body analysis
would appear to be satisfactoryfor H greater than approximately
10 chords, or, when judged on a perhaps better basis, for T T~/ ~ greater

than 5. It is to be-mted that the rule of thumb applies also to this
large “flexible” airplane. ‘

Comparison of Calculated Results With Flight Data
.

As has been mentioned, some acceleration measurements have been
made on airplsmes A-and D while in flight through rough air, and it was
considered of interest td see whether the results obtahed could be
correlated to some extent with theoretical response calculations. Theo-
retical calculationswhich could be compared directly with the flight-
test data”reported in references 2 and 3 could not be tie, however,
because the gust intensities encounter~d in the test flights were not
evaluated; only accelerations and wing strains were established. An
indirect comparison was therefore made as follows.

Center-line and nodal-point accelerations due to encountering dis”-
crete triangular gusts of various gradierrtdistances and various peak
gust.velocities were computed for both airplsmes A and D; the gusts
were assumed to be uniform spanwise. The calculations were carried out
for each airplane with the indicial-liftfunctions for A ,.10, the mid-

dpan reference chord, and a lift-curve slope of 2X A—0 The loading
A+2

conditions shown in table 1 were used since these loading conditions
correspond closely to the conditions used in the flight tests reported
in references 2 and 3. The results are shown as the radial lines from
the origin in figure H, where the maximum incr&nental acceleration
developed at the airplane center line is plotted against the maxdmum
@crementsl acceleration at the nodal.point of the fundamental mode,
the latter being a measyre of the maximum average vertical acceleration
of the airplane. The radial lines are for different g&-gratient dis-
tances and, in order to show the Mluence Qf gust intensity, the results
for three gust velocities, U = 15, 30, and ~ fps, are shown as points
on these lines.

The shaded bands shown in this figure represent the portions of
the theoretical calculations,that apply when a measure of empiricism
regarding realistic gut sizes is introduced. These bands were estab-
lished by considering the gust data shown in figure 13, which is a
reproduction in part of figure 11 in reference 6. The data in this
figure represent informationthat was gathered during flight operation

.\ , ,,
— ... ----- . ..-— ____________ ..+-. _.—.._ ._. _ .— .-. -... -—______ ______
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,

in thunderstorms and were deduced on the basis that the gusts encountered I
were trimgular in shape and uniform in the spanwise direction. An index
of the limits on gust sizes that might be encountered in practice can be

.,

establishedby drawing the envelope curve for these data. The envelope
curve assumed herein is the solid curve shown in figure 13. Considera-
tio~ of all the gusts that are define,dby this envelope curve leads to
the upper limit of the bands shown in figure 12. (Becausethe “assump- ,
tions of uniform spanwise intensity and discrete gust encounter are less 1,

plausible for the smaller gusts, the ~per limit has been left blank in ,,

the vicinity 0$ the origin.) The lower lhnit is simply the curve which ,,

defines rigid-body behavior of the airplane. Thus, in short, if calcu-
1

I
lations were made for a12 the gusts shown in figwre 13, all the accelera-
tion values obtained wo@dfsXi within the bands shown in figure 12.
Since the gusts shown in figure 13 were encountered during severe oper-

,;

sting conditions, it is logical to expect that alIlgusts that are encoun-
tered in normsl flight would give theoretical accelerationvalues which
would also fall within these bands. !

In figure 14, a comparison is made of the bands established in this
manner with the flight data reported h references 2 and 3. Figwre 14(a)
applies to airplane A and contains the flight data of reference 2 for
run A; figure 14(b) applies to airplane D and contains the flight data
of reference 3 for the wing-heavy, 250-mph flight condition. uIlfortu- .
nately most of the flight data are for small gusts (low accelerations),
out of the range where it is reasonable to expect this theoretical
approach to apply. It appears, however, that the envelope curve of the
flight data can be predicted with fair accuracy, as evidenced by the
rather nice way the flight data merges into’the calculated bands.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this report, results of calculated case-history studies made to
investigatethe role that wing bending flexibility plays in the struc-
tural response of an airplane penetrating a gust have been presented for
three twin-engine transports and one four-engine bomber. The method of
analysis used considers the airplane to have two degrees of freedom,
rigid-body vertical motion and fundamental wing bending.

The calculationswere made for the condition of a single gust
encounter and the factors investigated included gust-gradient distance,
gust shape, disposition of movable load, forward velocity, altitude, and
compressibilityand aspect-ratio corrections. The means for indicating
flexibility effects are to compare accelerations at the airplane center
line with the rigid-body (nodal point) ‘componentof acceleration and to
compare wing bending moments for the flexible airplane with the moments
obtained for the airplame couidered rigid. One significant result

—... ———— —— — —— _——. ..— . ——.
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obtained from
basis of sine

15

these comparisons is a rule of thuuibwhich states (on the
gust encounter) that as long as the period ratio, the time

to penetrate the gust to the point of maximum gust velocity divided by
one-fourth the natural period of the fundamental wing bending mode, is
of the order of 5 or greater, the airplane may be treated as a rigid body.
These comparisons also indicate that three of the airplanes have rather
appreciable elastic-body dynamic-overshoot effects but one does not.

Some of the other results indicated me: The use of indicial lift
functions for finite-aspect-ratiowings snd for two-&lmensional compress-
ible flow gave results which were less than 1 percent W 6 percent ~-,
ferent, respectively, from the results that were obtained when the indi-
cisl functions for two-dimensional incompressibleflow were used; the
use of different vslues of the lift-curve slope gave a percentage change
in the root bending moment which was roughly one-fourth to one-h&M the
percentage change in lift-curve slope.

Also, a Mmited correlation of theoretical results with rough-air
flight data showing the relation between center-line and nodal-point
accelerations indicates that an envelope for these data can be predicted
with fair accuracy. ‘ .’

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., November 20, 1952.
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TABLE l.- Alm?IJm PHYSICAL CONSTANTS, LOAD~G, AND

BASIC PARAMETERS

‘%oading
condition . . .

W, lb.....,
S,sq ft....
bi n...,.,.
a. . . . . . . .
Co, i.il. . . . .

A. . . . . . . .
V,~h . . . . .
p, slugs/cu ft .
~, radSans/sec .

b“””””””
h“””””””
A. . . . . . . .
rl. .. e...

‘2”””””””

‘3”””””””
~o . . . . . . .

ql . . . . . . .

M ,fi3 . . ● .
co

Airplane
A

33,47:
87’0
560

6.28
164

10
255

0.00238
21.4

46.8

0.748

0.392
0.225

0.143

15.94

2.56

6,680

34,93:
870
560

6.28
’164

10
255

0. Q0238
20.8

49.0

1.117

0.378
0.206

0.140

0.444

20.30

3.64

6,680

Airplan
B

34, %
870
560

6.28
164

10
255

0.00238
14.9

49.0

2.155

0.273
0.16’7

0.133

0.412

29.10

6.16

6,680

III
34,900

870

6%
.164

10
255

~.00238
24.o

48.8

0.787

0.439
0.234

0.144

0.462

13.30

2.53

6,680

Airplane
c

Iv
24,140

937
570

6.28
170

9
210

0.00238
28.0

28.8

0.262

0.639
o.lg2

0.0$

0.367

6.77

O.gQi

7,320

Airplane
D

Y
108,480

1;735
850

6.28
205

11.6
250

0.00238
15.4

60.9

1.130

0.359
0.189

0.I-29

0.417

3.32

3.73

22,750

-
aI Approxhately one-= load and one-half fuel.
II Approximately zero load and ~ fuel..
III Approximately full load and zero fuel.
IV FuXl_load & one-haH fuel.
V Full crew, zero load, and wing tanks flill.
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I 1

L’JJ
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4,7:0

4150 lb

1,245
lb

—

I
I

L

(a) Airplane A.
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L

lb

9,720
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7,7[0

5,700

Engrne
5,330

lb Full fuel
‘=.3:50 lb

..
. . .

One-half fuel ‘%=.=
~025 lb ‘1

‘%

k
Structure 2,400 lb

L

(b) Airplane B.

Figure 1,- Distribution of mass along wing semispan,
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Figure 1,- Concluded,
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20r Airplane
—A”and B
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—-- D

Chord, ft
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of inertia,
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I

Figure 27 Variation of wing chord along semispan,
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Figure 3,- Variation of bending moment of inertia along semispan,
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Figure 7,- Effect of speed and altitude on Kmo+ Max and yti as obtained for
()

airplane B , Loading condition IIt , Sine gust; HII IO chords I
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Figure 12,- Comparison of calculated center-line accelerations with calculated nodol-point

accelerations for airplanes A and D t
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3,- Data obtained during flight in thunderstorms i (See reft 6i)
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Figure 14,- Comparison of acceleration va]ues established in rough - air flight

with calculated values,
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